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Universal quantum computation using exchange interactions and measurements
of single- and two-spin observables
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We show how to construct a universal set of quantum logic gates using control over exchange interactions
and single- and two-spin measurements only. Single-spin unitary operations are teleported between neighbor-
ing spins instead of being executed directly, thus potentially eliminating a major difficulty in the construction
of several of the most promising proposals for solid-state quantum computation, such as spin-coupled quantum
dots, donor-atom nuclear spins in silicon, and electrons on helium. Contrary to previous proposals dealing with
this difficulty, our scheme requires no encoding redundancy. We also discuss an application to superconducting
phase qubits.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum computers~QCs! hold great promise for inher
ently faster computation than is possible on their class
counterparts, but so far progress in building a large-scale
has been slow. An essential requirement is that a QC sh
be capable of performing ‘‘universal quantum computatio
~UQC!: a set of quantum logic gates~unitary transforma-
tions! is said to be ‘‘universal’’ if any unitary transformatio
can be approximated to arbitrary accuracy by a quantum
cuit involving only those gates@1#. One of the chief obstacle
in constructing large-scale QCs is the seemingly innocuo
but in reality very daunting set of requirements must be m
for universality, according to the standard circuit model@1#:
~1! preparation of a fiducial initial state~initialization!, ~2! a
set of single and two-qubit unitary transformations gene
ing the group of all unitary transformations on the Hilbe
space of the QC~computation!, and ~3! single-qubit mea-
surements~read out!. Since initialization can often be pe
formed through measurements, requirements~1! and ~3! do
not necessarily imply different experimental procedures
contraints. Until recently it was thought that computation
irreducible to measurements, so that requirement~2! would
appear to be an essential component of UQC. However,
tary transformations are sometimes very challenging to p
form. Two important examples are the exceedingly sm
photon-photon interaction that was thought to preclude lin
optics QCs, and the difficult-to-execute single-spin gates
certain solid-state QC proposals, such as quantum dots@2#
and donor atom nuclear or electron spins in silicon@3,4#. The
problem with single-spin unitary gates is that they impo
difficult demands ong-factor engineering of heterostructu
materials, and require strong and inhomogeneous magn
fields or microwave manipulations of spins, that are of
slow and may cause device heating@5#. For this reason there
has recently been a great deal of theoretical activity invo
ing various qubit encoding schemes, which allow for UQ
without invoking difficult-to-control single-spin gates. Sp
cifically, in the case of exchange Hamiltonians, it was sho
that when qubits are encoded into states of two or m
spins, the exchange interaction, possibly supplemented
static Zeeman splittings, is sufficient to construct a set
universal gates; see, e.g., Ref.@5# and references therein. I
1050-2947/2003/67~5!/050303~4!/$20.00 67 0503
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the linear optics case, it was shown that photon-photon
teractions can be induced indirectly viagate teleportation
@6#. This idea has its origins in earlier work on fault-tolera
constructions for quantum gates@7# and stochastic program
mable quantum gates@8#. The same work inspired more re
cent results showing that, in fact, measurements and s
preparationalonesuffice for UQC@9–11#.

Experimentally, retaining only the absolutely essential
gredients needed to construct a universal QC may be an
portant simplification. Since read-out is necessary,measure-
ments are inevitable. Here, we propose a minimalisti
approach for universal quantum computation that is parti
larly well suited to the important class of spin-based Q
proposals governed by exchange interactions@2–4#, and
other proposals governed byeffectiveexchange interactions
@12#. In particular, we show thatUQC can be performed
using only single- and two-qubit measurements and c
trolled exchange interactions, via gate teleportation. We has-
ten to add that in our case teleportation involves o
nearest-and next-nearest-neighbor spins, so that no coh
manipulations between macroscopically separated spins
required. In our approach, which offers a new perspective
the requirements for UQC, two important advantages are
tained:~i! we require no encoding redundancy,~2! the need
to perform the aforementioned difficult single-spin unita
operations is obviated, and replaced by measurements, w
are anyhow necessary. The tradeoff is that the impleme
tion of gates becomes probabilistic~as in all gate-
teleportation-based approaches!, but this probability can be
boosted arbitrarily close to 1, exponentially fast in the nu
ber of measurements.

II. SUPERCONDUCTING PHASE QUBITS EXAMPLE

We begin our discussion with a relatively simple examp
of the utility of measurement-aided UQC, in the context
the proposal to used-wave grain boundary~dGB! phase qu-
bits for QC @13#. In this proposal, it is important to reduc
the constraints on fabrication by removing the need to ap
a bias on individual qubits@14#. This bias requires, e.g., th
possibility of applying a local magnetic field on each qub
and is a major experimental challenge. The effective sys
Hamiltonian that we consider is thenHS5HX1HZZ , where
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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HX5( iD iXi describes phase tunneling, andHZZ
5( i , j Ji j ZiZj represents Josephson coupling of qub
Xi ,Yi ,Zi denote the Pauli matricessx,sy,sz acting on the
i th qubit. We assume continuous control overJi j . In Ref.
@14# it was shown how UQC can be performed given th
Hamiltonian, by encoding a logical qubit into two physic
qubits, and using sequences of recoupling pulses. Instead
now show how to implementZi using measurements, whic
together withHS is sufficient for UQC. Suppose we sta
from an unknown state of qubit 1:uc&5au0&1bu1&. By
cooling in the idle state~only HX on! we can prepare an
ancilla qubit 2 in the state (u0&1u1&)/A2. Then the total
state isau00&1bu10&1au01&1bu11&. Letting the Josephson
gatee2 ifZ1Z2/2 act on this state, we obtainau00&1eifbu10&
1eifau01&1bu11&}e2 ifZ1/2uc&u0&1eifZ1/2uc&u1&. We then
measureZ2. If we find 11 ~with probablity 1/2) then the
state has collapsed toe2 ifZ1/2uc&u0&, which is the required
operation on qubit 1. If we find21 then the state is
eifZ1/2uc&u1&, which is an erred state. To correct it we app
the pulsee2 ifZ1Z2, which takes the erred state to the corre
state
2e2 ifZ1/2uc&u1&. We then reinitialize the ancilla qubit. Thi
method for implementingZi succeeds with certainty afte
one measurement, possibly requiring~with probability 1/2)
one correction step.

III. EXCHANGE BASED PROPOSALS

We now turn to the QC proposals based on excha
interactions, e.g., Refs.@2–4,12#. In these systems, that ar
some of the more promising candidates for scalable QC,
qubit-qubit interaction can be written as an axially symm
ric exchange interaction of the form

Hi j
ex~ t !5Ji j

'~ t !~XiXj1YiYj !1Ji j
z ~ t !ZiZj , ~1!

where Ji j
a (t) (a5',z) are controllable coupling constant

The XY (XXZ) model is the case whenJi j
z 50 (Þ0). The

Heisenberg interaction is the case whenJi j
z (t)5Ji j

'(t). See
Ref. @5# for a classification of various QC models by the ty
of exchange interaction. In agreement with the QC propo
@2–4,12#, we assume here thatJi j

'(t) is competely control-
lable and allow thatJi j

z (t) may not be controllable. The
method we present here works equally well for all thr
types of exchange interactions, thus unifying all exchan
based proposals under a single universality framework. S
all terms inHex(t) commute, it is simple to show that, in th
ordered basis$u00&,u01&,u10&,u11&% it generates a unitary two
qubit evolution operator of the form

Ui j ~w',wz!

5expF2 i E t

dt8Hi j
ex~ t8!G

5S e2 iwz

eiwz
cos 2w' 2 ieiwz

sin 2w'

2 ieiwz
sin 2w' eiwz

cos 2w'

e2 iwz

D
~2!
05030
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~we use units where\51), wherewa5* tdt8Ja(t8), and we
have suppressed the qubit indices for clarity. In prepara
of our main result, we first prove the following:

Proposition. The set G5$Ui j (w
',wz), Rj b[exp(ip/

4s j
b)% (b5x,z) is universal for quantum computation.
Proof. A set of continuous one-qubit unitary gates and a

two-body Hamiltonian entangling qubits are universal f
quantum computation@15#. The exchange Hamiltonian
Hi j

ex clearly can generate entanglement, so it suffices
show that we can generate all single-qubit transf
mations using G. Two of the Pauli matrices are
given simply by s j

b52 iRj b
2 . Now, let CA

u +exp(iwB)
[exp(2iuA)exp(iwB)exp(1iuA); two useful identities for
anticommutingA,B with A25I ~the identity! are

CA
p/2+e2 iwB5eiwB, CA

p/4+e2 iwB5ewAB.

Using this, we first generate e2 iwX1X2

5U12(w/2,wz)CX1

p/2+U12(w/2,wz), which takes six elemen

tary steps@where an elementary step is defined as one of
operationsUi j (w

',wz),Rj b]. Second, as we show below, ou
gate-teleportation procedure can prepareRj b

† just as effi-

ciently asRj b @also note thatRj b
† 52(Rj b)3], so that with

two additional steps we havee2 iwY1X25CZ1

2p/4+e2 iwX1X2. Fi-

nally, with a total of 81618522 elementary steps we hav
e2 iwZ15CY1X2

p/4 +e2 iwX1X2, wherew is arbitrary. Similarly, we

can generatee2 iwY1 in 22 steps usingCX1

p/4 instead ofCZ1

2p/4 .

Using a standard Euler angle construction we can gene
arbitrary single-qubit operations by composinge2 iwZ1 and
e2 iwY1 @1#. j

It is important to note that optimization of the number
steps given in the proof above may be possible. We n

FIG. 1. Gate teleportation of single-qubit operationRz . Initially
Alice has uc&1 and u0&. Bob hasu1&. Time proceeds from left to
right. Starting from the three-qubit stateuc&u01&, the task is to
obtain Rzuc&. The protocol shown succeeds with probability 1/
When it fails the operationRz

† is applied instead. Fractions give th
probability of a branch; 0 and 1 in a gray box are possible meas
ment outcomes of the observable in the preceding gray box.
text for full details.
3-2
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show that the single-qubit gatesRj b can be implemented
using cooling, weak spin measurements, and evolution un
exchange Hamiltonians of the Heisenberg,XY, or XXZ type.
Our method is inspired by the gate-teleportation idea@6–10#.
We proceed in two cycles. In cycle~i!, consider a spin~our
‘‘data qubit’’! in an unknown stateuc&5au0&1bu1&, and
two additional~‘‘ancilla’’ ! spins, as shown in Fig. 1. Our tas
is to apply the one-qubit operationRb to the data qubit. As in
gate teleporation, we require an entangled pair of anc
spins. However, it turns out that rather than one of
Bell states we need an entangled state that has a pha
i between its components. To obtain this state, we fi
turn on the exchange interactionH23

ex between the ancilla
spins such thatJ'.0. The eigenvalues~eigenstates! are
$22J'2Jz,2J'2Jz,Jz,Jz% (uS&, uT0&, u00&,u11&), where
uS&51/A2(u01&2u10&), uT0&51/A2(u01&1u10&) are the sin-
glet and one of the triplet states. ProvidedJ'.2Jz @which is
the case for all QC proposals of interest, in which eith
sgn(J')5sgn(Jz), or Jz50] and we cool the system signifi
cantly below22J'2Jz, the resulting ground state isuS&.
We then perform a single-spin measurement of the obs
ables j

z on one or both of the ancillas, which will yield eithe
u01& or u10&. For definiteness, assume that the outcome
u01&. We then immediately apply an exchange pulse to
ancilla spins @Fig. 1~a!#: U(p/8,w0

z)u10&5eiwz
/A2(u01&

2 i u10&) @as follows from Eq.~2!#. The total state of the thre
spins then reads~neglecting an overall phaseeiwz

):

uc&1U23~p/8,w0
z!u10&23

5~1/A2!~au001&2 ibu110&)1 1
2 r uT0&12R3z

† uc&3

2 1
2 r * uS&12R3zuc&3 , ~3!

wherer 5exp(2ip/4) and the subscripts denote the spin
dex.

At this point Alice makes a weak measurement of h
spins @Fig. 1~b!#. Let SW i j 5

1
2 (sW i1sW j ) be the total spin of

qubits i , j ; Alice measuresSW 12
2 with eigenvaluesS(S11). It

follows that if the measurement yields 0, then the state
collapsed touS&12R3zuc&3. In this case, which occurs with
probability 1/4, Bob hasR3zuc&3, and we are done@Fig.
1~c!, bottom#. If, on the other hand, Alice findsS51, then
the normalized postmeasurement state is

~1/A3!@r uT0&12R3z
† uc&31aA2~ u001&2 ibu110&)]. ~4!

Similar to the gate-teleportation protocol@9,10#, Alice and
Bob now need to engage in a series of correction steps. In
next step, Alice measuresSz

25 1
4 (s1

z1s2
z)25 1

2 (I 1s1
zs2

z)
@Fig. 1~c!, top#. If Alice finds Sz

250 then with probability 1/3
the state collapses touT0&12R3z

† uc&3 and Bob ends up with
the opposite of the desired operation, namely,Rz

†uc& @Fig.
1~d!, bottom#. We describe the required correctiv
action below, in Cycle ~ii !. If Alice finds Sz

251,
then the state isau001&2 ibu110&51/A2(r * R1z

† uc&1uS&23

1rR1zuc&1uT0&23). Bob now measuresSW 23
2 . If he finds S

50 then the state has collapsed toR1z
† uc&1uS&23, while if
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S51 then the outcome isR1zuc&1uT0&23, equiprobably. In
the latter case Alice ends up with the desired operation@Fig.
1~e!#.

In a similar manner one can generateRx or Rx
† acting on

an arbitrary qubit stateuc&. Let u6& denote the61 eigen-
states of the Pauli operatorsx. As in theRz case above, first
prepare a singlet stateuS&51/A2(u21&2u12&) on the
ancilla spins 2,3 by cooling. Then perform a single-sp
measurement of the observables j

x on each ancilla, which
will yield either u12& or u21&. For definiteness assum
that the outcome wasu12&23. Observing that in the

$u12&,u21&% subspace,Hi j
ex52Ji j

'I 1(Ji j
'1Ji j

z )X̃, where

X̃:u12&↔u21&, it follows that U(p/42w0
z ,w0

z)u12&
5e2 iw'

/A2(u12&2 i u21&), so that we have a means o
generating an entangled initial state. The unknown stateuc&1
of the data qubit can be expressed asuc&5axu1&1bxu2&,
whereax5(a1b)/A2 andbx5(a2b)/A2. Then ~neglect-
ing the overall phasee2 iw'

),

uc&1U23~p/42w0
z ,w0

z!u12&23

5 1
2 r * uS&12R3xuc&31 1

2 r uT0
x&12R3x

† uc&3

1~1/A2!~axu112&2 ibxu221&),

where uT0
x&51/A2(u12&1u21&) is a triplet state, a zero

eigenstate of the observables1
x1s2

x . The gate-teleportation
procedure is now repeated to yieldRx or Rx

† . First, Alice

measures the total spinSW 12
2 . If she findS50 ~with probabil-

ity 1/4) Bob has spin 3 in the desired stateR3xuc&3. If she
finds S51 then she proceeds to measure the total len
of the x componentSx

25 1
4 (s1

x1s2
x)2, yielding, provided

she findsSx
250, the stateuT0

x&12R3x
† uc&3 with probability

1/3. If, on the other hand, she findsSx
251, i.e., the state is

axu112&2 ibxu221&, then by letting Bob measureSW 23
2 ,

the statesR1x
† uc&1uS&23 or R1xuc&1uT0

x&23 are obtained, with
equal probabilities.

Figure 1 summarizes the protocol we have described t
far. The overall effect is to transform the input stateuc& to
either the output stateRbuc& or Rb

† uc&, equiprobably.
We have now arrived at cycle~ii !, in which we must fix

the erred stateRj b
† uc& j ( j 51 or 3). To do so we essentiall

repeat the procedure shown in Fig. 1. We explicitly discu
one example; all other cases are similar. Suppose we ob
the erred stateR1z

† uc&1uS&23 @Fig. 1~e!#. It can be rewritten as

rR1z
† uc&1uS&2352~ i /A2!~au001&2 ibu110&)

2 1
2 r uS&12R3z

† uc&31 1
2 r * uT0&12R3zuc&3 ,

which up to unimportant phases is identical to Eq.~3!, except
that the position ofR3z

† andR3z has flipped. Correspondingly
flipping the decision pathway in Fig. 1 will therefore lead
the correct actionRbuc& with probability 1/2, while the over-
all probability of obtaining the faulty outcomeRb

† uc& after
the second cycle of measurements is 1/4. Clearly, aften
measurement cycles as shown in Fig. 1, the probability
3-3
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the correct outcome is 1 –22n. The expected number of mea

surements per cycle is 11
4 13 3

4
2
3

1
2 51, and the expected

number of measurement cycles needed is(n51
` n22n52.

We note that in the case of the erred stateRjz
† uc& j ( j 51 or

3!, similarly to the case discussed in Sec. II there is an al
native that is potentially simpler than repeating the meas
ment scheme of Fig. 1. Provided the exchange Hamilton
is of the XY type, or of theXXZ type with a tunableJz

exchange parameter, one can simply apply the correction
eratorU j 2(p/2,0)5ZjZ2 to Rjz

† uc& j , yielding Rjzuc& j as re-
quired. Finally, we note that Nielsen@9# has discussed th
conditions for making a gate-teleportation procedure of
type we have proposed here, fault tolerant.

IV. SPIN MEASUREMENTS

Our proposal requires measurement of the following
servables:sz, sx ~single-spin projective measurements!, SW 12

2

~distinguishing a singlet from a triplet state!, s1
as2

a @distin-
guishing whether spins are parallel or antiparallel in
u0&,u1& (a5z) or u0&6u1& (a5x) basis#. Underlying our
proposal is the assumption that these measurements ar~or
will be! easier to perform than the joint requirement
single-qubit gates and single-spin measurements. This
sumption is partly motivated by the observation that m
surements are necessary, and hence the technology to
form them will be perfected. Let us now briefly survey th
subject of spin measurements~for a detailed discussion see
e.g., Refs.@2,3#!. While direct measurement of spin is diffi
cult because of the tiny magnetic moment~although possible,
in principle, e.g., optically via the Faraday rotation@16#!,
spin measurement can be converted into charge detectio
the Pauli exclusion principle. For example, a donor defec
Si can bind a second electron by 1 meV, provided the sec
electron has opposite spin to the first electron. Thus, s
measurement becomes electrical charge detection. This i
essential idea behind spin-resonance transistors. Vrijenet al.
@4~a!# have proposed a field-effect transistor~FET! operating
at low temperatures based on this idea. Alternatively, m
suring the charge of single electrons is routine using sin
electron transistors~SET!, and has been proposed for me
-
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suring spin qubits@17#. The requirements for single-spi
measurements have already been met using an rf-
coupled to a Si:Te donor@3#. Another possibility, adapted to
quantum dots, is to use a dot attached to current leads.
results in Coulomb blockade peaks and spin-polarized c
rents uniquely associated with the spin state on the dot@2~a!#.
The same methods are easily adaptable to distinguishin
spin singlet from a triplet~measurement ofSW 12

2 ), as discussed
in Refs. @2,3#. The idea is to create an energy differen
between the two states, and then to observe conducta
Measurement of the observables1

as2
a is possible, e.g., given

devices that measures1
a and s2

a and have a nonlinear re
sponse: the devices must be coupled and tuned into a re
where the linear response coefficient vanishes, leaving o
the second order contribution due tos1

as2
a . A concrete ex-

ample is provided by quadratic detection using magneto
ters in the context of Josephson-junction qabits, as discu
in Ref. @18#. An alternative method is optical measureme
in the singlet state (S50) there is no Faraday rotation, whil
in the triplet state (S51) there is@2~a!#. Finally, we note that
quantum error correction relies on measurements of mu
spin observables such ass1

as2
a @1#, so the development o

these techniques is as inevitable as that of single-spin m
surements.

V. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a gate-teleportation method for univ
sal quantum computation that is uniformly applicable
Heisenberg,XY, andXXZ-type exchange interaction-base
QC proposals, and that replaces single-spin unitary gate
measurements of single- and two-spin observables. We h
that the flexibility offered by this approach will provide
useful alternative route towards the realization of univer
quantum computers.
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